
UTILITIES COMMISSION MINUTES 

OF PUBLIC HEARING 

on 

Proposed Revisions to 

the 

Existing Electric Rate Schedules 

January 4, 2021 

1. Call Public Hearing to Order 

 

The Public Hearing was called to order at 6:31 p.m. by Chairperson Keith Hedrick. 

 

Attending the Public Hearing were:  Chairperson Hedrick, Commissioners Scully and Zuliani;  

Director of Utilities Gaudet, and Executive Administrator Walencewicz. 

 

Also present was Deputy Mayor Depot; City Councilors McCabe, Sheffield and Stanford; General Manager 

Daniels; Managers Bouges, Brooks, Ouimet, and Xiang; Executive Administrator Rusk; and Utility 

Financial Solutions, LLC Consultant, Mark Beauchamp. 

 

2. Statement of Public Hearing Published December 23, 2020 in The Day of New London. 

 

Chairperson Hedrick noted for the record that the legal notice of the Public Hearing was published in The 

Day of New London on December 23, 2020. 

3. Powerpoint Presentation of the Cost of Service  

The presentation was given by Mark Beauchamp, CPA, CMA, MBA, President of Utility Financial 

Solutions, LLC.  The rate redesign recommended by the Cost of Service Study (COSS) was reviewed.  The 

Commission had opportunity to ask questions; no questions were asked. 

Deputy Mayor Depot asked what trigger the rate assessment.  Director Gaudet noted that Commissioners 

committed to three year reviews.  The last assessment was in 2017. 

Deputy Mayor Depot inquired about the impact on low income rate payers.  Manager Brooks stated that the 

customers receiving energy assistance from a qualified program were averaged out to about 822 kW usage 

and should see approximately a dollar decrease. 

Deputy Mayor Depot asked Mark Beauchamp if COVID-19 was factored into the projections.  Mr. 

Beauchamp stated that the pandemic was not taken into consideration as it should not have an impact on 

income. 

Deputy Mayor Depot requested clarification in why the delivery charge was increasing.  Mr. Beauchamp 

noted that the delivery charge represents a fixed cost of delivery.  Cost to repair/replace and read and bill 

meters and infrastructure related to the customer.  Deputy Mayor Depot also requested clarification that the 

customer charge will not decrease.  Mr. Beauchamp confirmed as they will save in reduced energy usage. 

Deputy Mayor Depot questioned why the decrease is taking place now if it will need to increase again in two 

years.  Mr. Beauchamp stated the assessment is built on assumptions and the best assumptions we have as 

today.  He is confident that the first three years the rate is set appropriately and could change during year 

four as a capital plan could change. 

Deputy Mayor Depot has requested that the assessment from 2017 be available for comparison to this 

assessment.  Director Gaudet noted this will be made available for the meeting scheduled on January 25, 

2021. 

4. Receipt of Public Comments on the Proposed Revisions to the Existing Electric Rate Schedules 

 There were no public comments. 

 Mr. Beauchamp reminded the attendees he is available for any questions or further clarifications. 

5. Meeting Adjourned at 7:06 p.m. 


